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Introduction
Vocabulary, much more than grammar, is the key to effective communication in
Arabic. You need words to speak; you need words to listen and understand.
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Knowing grammar inside and out won’t save you if you don’t have the right word
to plug into the structure. You can walk into a shop armed with grammatical
structures such as “I would like some __.” or “Do you have any __?”, but if you
don’t know the word for the thing you want, you may very well leave the shop
empty handed. On the other hand, if you walk into that same shop and simply say
“sugar”, you’re almost certain to get what went there for.
And without an extensive repertoire of vocabulary, you will understand very little
of what others are talking about. Spoken Arabic, to your foreign ears, will remain
little more than gibberish. But once you can understand the majority of what you
hear, something magical happens. The input becomes manageable–you will be
able to use contextual clues from what you do understand to guess the meaning
of new words and start to make rapid progress in Arabic.

It is therefore very important to build up a large store of words as soon as
possible. Moroccan Colloquial Arabic Vocabulary is an enormously effective
means to this end. By presenting practical words and phrases categorized by topic
and arranged with a logical flow, mental connections that assist in vocabulary
retention are fostered. The page layout in parallel columns of English translation,
and Arabic script provides a variety of ways to study the vocabulary by allowing
you to cover columns and test yourself.

The accompanying MP3s, free to download from our website at
www.lingualism.com/mcav, make up an invaluable part of the learning process,
allowing you to hear and mimic native speakers’ pronunciation, pitch, intonation,
and rhythm. Additional study materials (Anki digital flashcards, e-book) are
available separately from our website and provide even more powerful tools for
rapid vocabulary acquisition.

Although extremely important, vocabulary still only makes up one aspect of
learning a language. Moroccan Colloquial Arabic Vocabulary is the ideal
supplementary tool to reinforce vocabulary acquisition. However, it is not meant
to be a stand-alone course. It is expected that you have followed, are following,
or plan to follow, a course in Moroccan Colloquial Arabic (MCA). Alternatively,
you may have studied another dialect of Arabic, or Modern Standard Arabic
iv | Moroccan Colloquial Arabic Vocabulary (www.lingualism.com)

(MSA), and are curious to learn more about the MCA and tune your ears to the
idiosyncrasies of this beautiful dialect.
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I would like to extend a special thanks to Ayoub Trafeh for collaborating with me
to make this book possible, providing authentic Moroccan Arabic translations of
the items in this book, proof-reading the text, giving me valuable feedback and
cultural insights to ensure the accuracy of the information, and recording the
audio tracks.

The accompanying MP3s can be downloaded for free at:

www.lingualism.com/mcav

How to Use This Book

Moroccan Colloquial Arabic Vocabulary is made up of 57 thematic sections, each
dedicated to a different topic.

You may study the sections and individual vocabulary items in any order or work
through the book systematically. It is encouraged that you mark up and highlight
the book as you use it. Make it your own. There is also a Notebook after the last
section where you can add in more words you have learned from other sources.

Many words could logically belong to more than one topic. While some words do
appear in more than one section, to avoid superfluous repetition of words, most
appear only once. To your surprise, you might not be able to find common
animals such as cow and horse in the section “Animals”, for instance. This is
because farm animals appear in the section “Agriculture” instead. This might not
v | Moroccan Colloquial Arabic Vocabulary (www.lingualism.com)

be entirely intuitive, so to solve this, an Alphabetical English index can be found
at the back of the book.
•
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•
•

For nouns and adjectives having an irregular plural form, the plural
appears in parentheses.
If a noun is listed in its dual or plural ([pl.]) form, this is indicated.
A noun ending in  ـﺔis feminine, and a noun not ending in  ـﺔis masculine.

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

The gender is marked [m.] and [f.] for nouns which do not follow this rule.
All countries, except those marked [m.] and all cities are feminine. Keep
this in mind as countries and cities are not marked [f.].
Normally, only the masculine version of nouns denoting humans is listed
when the feminine equivalent can be formed by adding ـﺔ. For example,
 أُْﺳﺘﺎذis a male teacher. A female teacher would be أُْﺳﺘﺎذة.

For the sake of consistency and simplicity, the masculine singular form is
used in expressions. You will need to use your knowledge of Arabic
grammar to produce the feminine or plural equivalents.
Some nouns are classified as collective nouns. An explanation of the usage
of collective nouns appears on pages 56-57.
Each verb appears in its base form (its most basic form without any
prefixes or suffixes), which is the masculine singular past tense, literally
“he did”; however, the English translation appears in its standard citation
form: “to do”. In order to use a verb in a sentence, it must be conjugated.
Some basic rules for conjugation are laid out in the Grammar section.
The Arabic script reflects common spelling conventions used by
Moroccans. Of course, as there is no official spelling of a dialect,
variations occur among native speakers. In this book, we strived for some
consistency in spelling and style.
A few words, which are vulgar or taboo, do not appear on the audio tracks
because of their sensitive nature. These are marked vulgar.
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Pronunciation
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Moroccan Colloquial Arabic is a spoken dialect with no official status or rules of
orthography. Moroccans tend to borrow spelling conventions from Modern
Standard Arabic with some accommodations to account for MCA pronunciation.
Arabic script, however, is ill suited to show the actual pronunciation of MCA. Even
if you are comfortable with Arabic script, it is advised that you pay close attention
the pronunciation on the audio tracks to mimic the native speaker’s
pronunciation.

Consonants

The following sounds are also found in English and should pose no
difficulties for learners:
examples
[ بb] as in bed
( ﺑْﻨﺖdaughter)
ذ/[ دd̪ ] as in dog, but with the tongue م
ّ ( دblood)
touching the back of the upper teeth
( ذابmelt)
[ فf] as in four
7( ﻓwhere)
[ ڭg] as in gas
( ﯕْﺮنhorn)
[ جʒ] as in pleasure and beige
( ﺟﺎcome)
[ ﻩh] as in house
( ُﻫﱠﻮhe)
[ كk] as in kid
( ُﻛّﻞall)
[ لl] a light l as in love
( ﻟْﺤَﻴﺔbeard)
[ مm] as in moon
( ﻣﺎتdie)
[ نn] as in nice
( ْﻧﴗforget)
[ پp] as in spoon
( ﭘﺎْركpark)
[ سs] as in sun
( ﺳّﻨﺔtooth)
[ شʃ] as in show
( ﺷْﻤﺶsun)
ث/[ تt̪] as in tie, but with the tongue ( ﺗﻴﻨﻴﺲtennis)
touching the back of the upper teeth
( ﺛَْﻮرةrevolution)
[ ڤv] as in very
( ﭬﻴﺰاvisa)
[ وw] as in word
( ْوﺟﻪface)
[ يj] as in yes
( ﻳﺎﻗﻮتruby)
[ زz] as in zoo
( ْزوﻳﻦbeautiful)
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The following sounds have no equivalent in English and require special
attention. However, some exist in other languages you may be familiar with.
ر

( راﺟﻞman)
( ﻏﺎﻟﻂwrong)
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غ

[ɾ] tapped (flapped) as in the Spanish
cara, or the Scottish pronunciation of
tree
[ɣ] very similar to a guttural r as in the
French Paris, or the German rot
[x] the unvoiced equivalent of غ, as in
the German doch, Spanish rojo, or
Scottish loch
[q] like  كbut further back, almost in
the throat, with the tongue touching
the uvula
[ħ] like a strong, breathy ﻩ, as if you
were trying to fog up a window
[ʕ] a voiced glottal stop, as if you had
opened your mouth under water and
constricted your throat to prevent
choking and then released the
constriction with a sigh
[ʔ] an unvoiced glottal stop, as ع
above, but with a wispy, unvoiced sigh;
or more simply put, like the
constriction separating the vowels in
uh-oh

خ

ق

ح

ع

ء

( ْﺧﺬاtake)

( ﻗْﺤﻂdrought)

( ﺣّﺐlike)

( ﻋﺎشlive)
( ﺑﺎعsell)

( ُﺳﺆالquestion)

The following sounds also have no equivalent in English but are emphatic
(velarized) versions of otherwise familiar sounds. An emphatic consonant is
produced by pulling the tongue back toward the pharynx (throat), spreading
the sides of the tongue wide as if you wanted to bite down on both sides of
your tongue, and producing a good puff of air from the lungs.
ص
ط
ظ/ض

[sˁ] emphatic s
[tˁ] emphatic t
[ðˤ] emphatic đ

ﺻﻌﻴﺐ
ْ (hard)
( ﺣْﻴﻂwall)
( ْﻣﺮﻳﺾsick)
( ْﻣﻈّﻠﻢdark)
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MCA lacks the sound of the emphatic consonant [ ظðˤ] found in MSA. In MCA, ض
and  ظare pronounced identically.
A consonant is marked doubled with the diacritic shadda (◌ّ).
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Vowels

Keep in mind that it is better to mimic the pronunciation on the audio tracks as
closely as possible, rather than try to align the vowel sounds of MCA with what
you might be used to if you have studied Modern Standard Arabic (MSA). While
in MSA, there are relatively few vowel sounds, in MCA, as in most dialects, we can
find a richer range of vowel qualities. Some of these sounds seem to lie
somewhere between the cardinal vowel sounds of MSA. That is, what is perceived
by a Moroccan as fatha (◌َ /a/) may sound like something between fatha and kasra
(◌ِ /i/) to us. In fact, we might say that short vowels in general in Moroccan Arabic
have a rather relaxed quality, similar to a schwa sound (/ǝ/). The tashkeel (also
known as voweling or diacritics) in this book reflect the sounds as perceived by
Moroccans as either fatha, kasra, or damma (◌ُ /u/).

Likewise, the spelling of words, especially those borrowed from other languages,
may not consistently represent the actual vowel sounds you hear. For example,
you may see  وand expect the sound /u:/ but hear something that sounds more
like /a:/. So, again, rely on the audio tracks for accurate pronunciation–and not
solely on the spelling.

The short vowels kasra (◌ِ) and damma (◌ُ) are marked accordingly. However,
fatha (◌َ) is not marked, as it is the most common short vowel; instead, an
unmarked consonant can be assumed to be pronounced with fatha. ( ﺑْﻨﺖinstead
of  )ﺑَْﻨﺖrepresents /bant/. Fatha may be written adjacent to the letters  وand  يto
distinguish their pronunciation as a consonant (/w/ and /y/) from that of a long
vowel (/u:/ and /i:/).

Sukuun (◌ْ) indicates that there is no vowel sound following the consonant; a word

ending in a consonant is understood to be the final sound, so, to avoid
redundancy, sukuun is not written: ( ﺑْﻨﺖinstead of ﺖ
ْ )ﺑْﻨ.
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Notice the special use of diacritics in this book to represent various sounds of و
and ي:
[u:] as in moon

examples
( ﺗﻮتstrawberry)
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ـﻮ
ـْﻮ
َـْﻮ
ـﻲ
ـْﻲ
َـْﻲ

[o:] as in toe (but without the glide to [w])
[aw] as in now
[i:] as in feed
[e:] as in day (but without the glide to [y])
[ay] as in night

( ﻣْﻮڤpurple)
( َﺟْﻮweather)
( ﺑﻴﺖroom)
( ﺧْﻴﺐbad)
( َﺑْﻴﺾegg)
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Grammar
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This section provides a brief introduction to the grammar of Moroccan Colloquial
Arabic. It covers the basics of noun and adjective inflections as well as verb
conjugations―enough to allow you to plug in vocabulary from this book to form
simple sentences. It also highlights some of the idiosyncrasies of MCA that
distinguish it from other varieties of Arabic.

Nouns

Nouns in MCA are either masculine or feminine (in gender) and can be singular or
plural (in number). A noun’s gender and number are significant in that they
determine the form that words (such as pronouns, adjectives, and verbs) relating
to it will take.

Many nouns have irregular plural forms. In this book, common irregular plurals
are given in parentheses. The regular plural suffix is  ـﺎتfor both masculine and
feminine non-human nouns and also for feminine human nouns. Masculine
human nouns take the regular plural 7ـ.
( َﺣَﻴﻮانanimal) à ( َﺣَﻴﻮاﻧﺎتanimals)
( ﻣّﺮةtime) à ( ﻣّﺮاتtimes)
( ُﻣﻌﱢﻠﻢmale teacher) à 7( ُﻣﻌﱢﻠﻤteachers)
( ُﻣﻌﱢﻠﻤﺔfemale teacher) à تÄ( ُﻣﻌﱢﻠfemale teachers)

Most feminine nouns end in ـﺔ. In this book, feminine nouns that do not have this

ending are labeled ‘[f.]’. A masculine human noun can normally be made feminine
by adding ـﺔ, as with the example ‘teacher’ above.
The definite article  اﻟـis prefixed to a noun (or adjective).
 ﺑﻴﺖ/bi:t/ (a room) à  اﻟﺒﻴﺖ/lbi:t/ (the room)

As in other varieties of Arabic, the  ل/l/ sound is assimilated before certain
consonants, known as sun letters, namely ت, ث, د, ذ, ر, ز, س, ش, ص, ض, ط, ظ, ل, and

ن. For example, /al/ + /n/ = /ann/. In careful pronunciation, the definite article

does not assimilate before ج.
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 ﺷْﻤﺶ/shamsh/ (a sun) à  اﻟّﺸْﻤﺶ/shshamsh/ (the sun)
 ﺟّﺪ/jadd (a grandfather) à  اﻟّﺠﺪ/jjadd/ (or  اﻟﺠّﺪ/ljadd/) (the grandfather)

In natural speech, the a- can be dropped from the definite article, especially at
the beginning of an utterance. Moroccans may also leave the alif ( )اunwritten to
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reflect this pronunciation: ( ْﻟْﻜﺘﺎبthe book). When preceding two consonants, this
may also sound like /li/:  ِﻟْﻜﺘﺎب/liktāb/ (the book).
Demonstrative pronouns agree with the noun they modify in number and
gender. The plural forms are used with both human and non-human plurals.
( ﻫﺎذاthis) [m.]
( ﻫﺎذيthis) [f.]
( ﻫﺎذوthese) [pl.]

( ﻫﺎذاكthat) [m.]
( ﻫﺎذﻳﻚthat) [f.]
( ﻫﺎذوكthose) [pl.]

.( ﻫﺎذا ْﻛﺘﺎبThis is a book.) [lit. this… book]
.( ﻫﺎذي ﻣْﺪرﺳﺔThis is a school.)
ﻫﺎذو ْﻛﺘﻮﺑﺔ. (These are books.)

When used with a noun (as an “adjective”), a demonstrative precedes the noun
it modifies. The noun takes the definite article. The forms for ‘this’ and ‘these’
lose their final vowel.
( ﻫﺎذ اﻟْﻜﺘﺎبthis book) [m.]
( ﻫﺎذ اﳌْﺪرﺳﺔthis school) [f.]
( ﻫﺎذ اﻟْﻜﺘﻮﺑﺔthese books) [pl.]

( ﻫﺎذاك اﻟْﻜﺘﺎبthat book) [m.]
( ﻫﺎذﻳﻚ اﳌْﺪرﺳﺔthat school) [f.]
( ﻫﺎذوك اﻟْﻜﺘﻮﺑﺔthose books) [pl.]

.à( ﻫﺎذ اﻟْﻜﺘﺎب ْﻛﺒThis book is big.) [lit. this the-book… big.]
.ةà( ﻫﺎذ اﳌْﺪرﺳﺔ ْﻛﺒThis school is big.)
ﻫﺎذ اﻟْﻜﺘﻮﺑﺔ ْﻛﺒﺎر. (These books are big.)

Possessive constructions can be represented in a few ways. Possessive suffixes
can be added to nouns.
( ْﻛﺘﺎﺑــﻲmy book)
( ْﻛﺘﺎﺑـﻚyour book) [m.] or [f.]
( ْﻛﺘﺎﺑـﻮhis book)
( ْﻛﺘﺎْﺑـﻬﺎher book)

( ْﻛﺘﺎْﺑـﻨﺎour book)
( ْﻛﺘﺎْﺑـُﻜﻢyour book) [pl.]

( ْﻛﺘﺎْﺑـُﻬﻢtheir book)
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The first three suffixes above take the forms  ـﻴﺎ/ya/,  ـﻚ/k/, and  ـﻪ/h/ when
suffixed to a noun ending in a vowel. However, the feminine ending  ـﺔ/a/
changing to  ـﺘـ/t/ in a possessive construction.
( ﺧﺎﻟﺔaunt)
( ﺧﺎْﻟﺘﻲmy aunt)
( ﺧﺎِﻟْﺘﻬﺎher aunt)
( ﺧﺎْﻟﺘﻮher aunt)
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 ُﻛْﺮﳼ/kúrsi/ (chair)
( ُﻛْﺮﺳﻴـﻴﺎmy chair)
( ُﻛْﺮﺳﻴﻚyour chair)
 ُﻛْﺮﺳﻴﻪ/kursi:/ (his chair)

Another common way to form a possessive construction is by adding the
possessive suffix to the words  ْدﻳﺎلor ﺗﺎع, which follow a noun with a definite
article.

( اﻟّﺪار ْدﻳﺎﱄ = اﻟّﺪار ﺗﺎﻋﻲmy house)
( اﻟّﺪار ْدﻳﺎﻟﻚ = اﻟّﺪار ﺗﺎﻋﻚyour house)
( اﻟّﺪار ْدﻳﺎﻟﻮ = اﻟّﺪار ﺗﺎﻋﻮhis house)
( اﻟّﺪار ْدﻳﺎْﻟﻬﺎ = اﻟّﺪار ﺗﺎْﻋﻬﺎher house)

( اﻟّﺪار ْدﻳﺎْﻟﻨﺎ = اﻟّﺪار ﺗﺎْﻋﻨﺎour house)
( اﻟّﺪار ْدﻳﺎْﻟُﻜﻢ = اﻟّﺪار ﺗﺎْﻋُﻜﻢyour house) [pl.]

( اﻟّﺪار ْدﻳﺎْﻟُﻬﻢ = اﻟّﺪار ﺗﺎْﻋُﻬﻢtheir house)

The words  ْدﻳﺎلand  ﺗﺎعcan also connect two nouns and can be thought of as

meaning of but often translate as a compound noun or ’s in English.  ْدﻳﺎلcan be
shortened to ْد.

ﺗﺎع اﻟّﺮاْدﻳﻮ/ْد/( إذاﻋﺔ ْدﻳﺎلa radio station) [lit. station of radio]
ﺗﺎع اﻟّﺮاﺟﻞ/ْد/( اﻟّﺪار ْدﻳﺎلthe man’s house) [lit. the house of the man]

Two nouns may also be connected without using one of these words in what is
known as an idaafa construction. The first noun cannot take the definite article.
( ﺷﻴﻔﻮر ﻃﻮﺑﻴﺲa bus driver) [lit. driver bus]
ّ ( ﺷﻴﻔﻮر اﻟthe bus driver) [lit. driver the bus]
ﻄﻮﺑﻴﺲ
( ﻛﺎس ﻣﺎa glass of water) [lit. glass water]
( ﻛﺎس اﳌﺎthe glass of water) [lit. glass the water]

Prepositions can take possessive suffixes, which act like object pronouns.
( ﻣ ّْﻨﻬﺎfrom her)
( ُﻗّﺪاْﻣﻨﺎin front of us)

( ﻟﻴﻪto him)
( ْﻣﻌﺎﻳﺎwith me)
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Adjectives agree with the noun they modify in gender and number, and thus have
three forms: masculine, feminine, and plural. Feminine adjectives are formed
from masculine adjectives by adding ـﺔ. Plural adjectives regularly take 7;ـ
however, like nouns, many adjectives have irregular plural forms.
( ﻣْﺰﻳﺎنgood) [m.]
( ﻣْﺰﻳﺎﻧﺔgood) [f.]
7( ﻣْﺰﻳﺎﻧgood) [pl.] (regular plural)
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à( ْﻛﺒbig) [m.]
ةà( ْﻛﺒbig) [f.]
( ْﻛﺒﺎرbig) [pl.] (irregular plural)

Adjectives agree with the gender and number of the nouns they modify. Notice
that, unlike in MSA, adjectives only have one plural form in MCA.
à( ﺑﺎب ْﻛﺒa big door)
( ﺑﻴﺒﺎن ْﻛﺒﺎرbig doors)
ةà( ْﻣﺪﻳﻨﺔ ْﻛﺒa big city)
( ُﻣُﺪن ْﻛﺒﺎرbig cities)

( راﺟﻞ ﻣْﺰﻳﺎنa good man)
7( ْرﺟﺎل ﻣْﺰﻳﺎﻧgood men)
( ْﻣﺮا ﻣْﺰﻳﺎﻧﺔa good woman)
7( ْﻧﺴﺎ ﻣْﺰﻳﺎﻧgood women)

An adjective also agrees in definiteness by taking the definite article if its noun is
definite.
à( اﻟﺒﺎب اﻟْﻜﺒthe big door) [lit. the door the big]
ةà( اﳌ ْﺪﻳﻨﺔ اﻟْﻜﺒthe big city) [lit. the city the big]

In the above examples, the adjectives are used attributively, that is, as part of a
noun phrase. In Arabic, adjectives follow the noun they modify. In English
attributive adjectives precede nouns; however, predicate adjectives follow the
verb to be. In Arabic, predicate adjectives do not agree in definiteness.
.à( اﻟﺒﺎب ْﻛﺒThe house is big.) [lit. the house… big]
.ةà( اﳌ ْﺪﻳﻨﺔ ْﻛﺒThe city is big.) [lit. the city… big]

Equational Sentences

Equational sentences are sentences which would have the verb to be (am, is, are)
in English. The last two examples in the previous section are equational
sentences. Notice that there is no word for is in the Arabic sentences. The verb to
be is not needed in present-tense equational sentences in Arabic. Of course, the
predicate is not always an adjective; it can also be a noun, location, etc.
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.( ﺑﺎﺑﺎ ُﻣﻌﱢﻠﻢMy father is a teacher.)
.( اﳌ ْﺮا ْﻫﻨﺎThe woman is here.)

Negative equational sentences contain the word ‘ ْﻣﴚnot.’

sam
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.à( اﻟﺒﺎب ْﻣﴚ ْﻛﺒThe door is not big.) [lit. the door… not big]
.ةà( اﳌ ْﺪﻳﻨﺔ ْﻣﴚ ْﻛﺒThe city is not big.) [lit. the city… not big]

Interrogative sentences can be formed in a couple of ways: 1) by simply by using
a rising intonation, or 2) by placing  واشat the beginning of the question.
؟à( اﻟﺒﺎب ْﻛﺒIs the door big?)
؟à( واش اﻟﺒﺎب ْﻛﺒIs the door big?)

Pronouns may act as the subject of an equational sentence.
( آﻧﺎI [m.] or [f.])
( ْﻧﺘﺎyou [m.])
( ْﻧﺘﻲyou [f.])
( ُﻫﱠﻮhe; it [m.])
( ِﻫﱠﻲshe; it [f.])

( ْﺣﻨﺎwe)

( ْﻧﺘﻮﻣﺎyou [pl.])

( ﻫﻮﻣﺎthey)

.( آﻧﺎ ﻣْﺸﻐﻮلI am busy. [m.])
.ﴚ ﻣْﺸﻐﻮﻟﺔ
ْ ( آﻧﺎ ﻣI am not busy. [f.])
.( ِﻫﱠﻲ ْﻣﴚ ﺻﺎﺣْﺒﺘﻲShe’s not my (girl)friend.)

A negative sentence can also be formed by sandwiching a predicate adjective or
noun with ش... ﻣﺎ. The feminine adjective ending  ـﺔbecomes  اbefore ش.
.( ْﻧﺘﺎ ﻣﺎ ﻣْﺰﻳﺎْﻧﺶYou are not nice.)
.شà
ْ ( اﻟﺒﺎب ﻣﺎ ْﻛﺒThe door is not big.)
.اشà( اﳌ ْﺪﻳﻨﺔ ﻣﺎ ْﻛﺒThe city is not big.)
.( ِﻫﱠﻲ ﻣﺎ ﺻﺎﺣْﺒﺘﻴﺶShe’s not my (girl)friend.)

Pronouns may, of course, be used in interrogative sentences, and may precede
or follow the predicate. Notice, however, that the pronoun may be dropped when
it is clear from the context, as in the last examples.
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( ﻫﻮﻣﺎ ْﻫﻨﺎ؟Are they here?)
( ُﻫﱠﻮ ْف اﻟّﺪار؟ = ْف اﻟّﺪار ُﻫﱠﻮ؟Is he at home?)
( ُﻫﱠﻮ ُﻣﻌﱢﻠﻢ؟ = ُﻣﻌﱢﻠﻢ ُﻫﱠﻮ؟Is he a teacher?)
( ْﻧﺘﺎ ﺟﻴﻌﺎن؟ = ﺟﻴﻌﺎن؟Are you hungry?)

sam
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Verbs

Verbs are conjugated in MCA much as they are in other varieties of Arabic. They
take prefixes and/or suffixes to show tense, person, number, gender, and
negation. The most basic form of a verb, without any prefixes or suffixes, is known
as the base form. In this book, each verb is listed in its base form.

The conjugation patterns below exemplify the prefixes and suffixes used in MCA.
However, there are further vowel variations that occur in the conjugation of
certain types of verbs. A full treatment of the rules of verb conjugation in MCA is
beyond the scope of this brief introduction to grammar.
Past tense verbs are formed by adding suffixes to the base form. Let’s use the
base form of the verb ( ْﻛﺘﺐto write) to model present tense verb conjugation.
( ْﻛﺘْﺒﺖI wrote)
( ْﻛﺘْﺒﺘﻲyou wrote [m.] or [f.])
( ْﻛﺘﺐhe wrote [m.])
( ﻛْﺘﺒﺎتshe wrote [f.])

( ْﻛﺘْﺒﻨﺎwe wrote)
( ْﻛﺘْﺒﺘﻮاyou wrote [pl.])
( ﻛْﺘﺒﻮاthey wrote)

Notice:
•
•
•
•

Gender is only distinguished in the third-person singular (‘he/she’) forms.
The masculine third-person singular form does not take a suffix; it is the
base form from which other past tense verbs are conjugated.
The position of the vowel in the verb changes in the feminine thirdperson singular and third-person plural forms.
The use of personal pronouns before verbs would be redundant in Arabic,
as this information is already included in a verb’s conjugation.

The vowel  ـﻴـis inserted before the suffix in the first- and second-person forms if
the base form ends in a double consonant, and it replaces a final vowel.
ّ ( ﺣhe put)
ﻂ
ّ ( ﺣwe put)
ﻄﻴﻨﺎ

( ْﻣﴙhe walked)
( ْﻣﺸﻴﺖI walked)
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The negative past tense is formed by placing the negative particle  ﻣﺎbefore the
verb and adding the suffix  ـﺶ-š.
( ﻣﺎ ْﻛﺘْﺒﻨﺎشwe didn’t write)
( ﻣﺎ ْﻛﺘْﺒﺘﻮشyou didn’t write [pl.])

sam
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( ﻣﺎ ْﻛﺘْﺒْﺘﺶI didn’t write)
( ﻣﺎ ْﻛﺘْﺒﺘﻴﺶyou didn’t write [m.] or [f.])
( ﻣﺎ ْﻛﺘْﺒﺶhe didn’t write [m.])
( ﻣﺎ ﻛْﺘﺒﺎﺗْﺶshe didn’t write [f.])

( ﻣﺎ ﻛْﺘﺒﻮشthey didn’t write)

Imperative verbs (used to issue orders and commands) sometimes contain a
different vowel from the base form. A handful of verbs have unique imperative
forms or borrow forms from synonymous verbs, as in the last example below.
First, let’s look at masculine singular forms.
( ْﻛﺘﺐto write) à ( ْﻛﺘﺐWrite! [m.])
( ْﺧﺮجto exit) à ( ْﺧُﺮجExit! [m.])

ّ ( ﺣto put) à ﻂ
ّ ( ُﺣPut! [m.])
ﻂ
( ْﻣﺸﺎto go) à à( ﺳGo! [m.])

Feminine singular imperatives take the suffix ـﻲ.
( ﻛْﺘﺒﻲWrite! [f.])

( ُﺧْﺮﺟﻲExit! [f.])

Plural imperatives (used when giving an order to more than one person) take the
suffix ـﻮا.
( ْﻛﺘﺒﻮاWrite! [pl.])

واà( ﺳGo! [pl.])

Negative imperatives add the prefix  ﺗـand ﻣﺎ ـﺶ.
( ﻣﺎ ﺗْﻜﺘْﺒﺶDon’t write!)

ﺸﻴﺶò
ْ ( ﻣﺎDon’t go!)

Present tense verbs are based on the imperative forms. One of three prefixes is
added, and for plural verbs the suffix ـﻮا. To that, the present tense particle  ﻛـis

prefixed. Notice that, unlike in the past tense, there are separate forms for
masculine and feminine singular second-person (‘you’) forms.
( ﻛْﻨْﻜﺘﺐI write)
( ﻛْﺘْﻜﺘﺐyou write [m.])
( ﻛْﺘﻜْﺘﺒﻲyou write [f.])
( َﻛْﻴْﻜﺘﺐhe writes) [m.]
( ﻛْﺘْﻜﺘﺐshe writes) [f.]

( ﻛْﻨﻜْﺘﺒﻮاwe write)

( ﻛْﺘﻜْﺘﺒﻮاyou write [pl.])

( َﻛْﻴﻜْﺘﺒﻮاthey write)
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Notice:
•
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•

The second-person masculine singular (‘you’) and third-person feminine
singular (‘she’) forms are identical but become clear in the context of a
sentence.
The position of the vowel in the verb changes in the second-person
feminine singular ('you') and all plural forms.

The negative present tense is formed in the same way as the negative past tense,
by the particle  ﻣﺎbefore the verb and the suffix ـﺶ.
( ﻣﺎ ﻛْﻨْﻜﺘْﺒﺶI don’t write)
( ﻣﺎ ﻛْﺘْﻜﺘْﺒﺶyou don’t write [m.])
( ﻣﺎ ﻛْﺘﻜْﺘﺒﻴﺶyou don’t write [f.])
( ﻣﺎ َﻛْﻴْﻜﺘْﺒﺶhe doesn’t write [m.])
( ﻣﺎ ﻛْﺘْﻜﺘْﺒﺶshe doesn’t write [f.])

( ﻣﺎ ﻛْﻨﻜْﺘﺒﻮشwe don’t write)

( ﻣﺎ ﻛْﺘﻜْﺘﺒﻮشyou don’t write [pl.])
( ﻣﺎ َﻛْﻴﻜْﺘﺒﻮشthey don’t write)

The future tense is expressed by replacing the present tense particle  ﻛـwith  ﻏـor

ﻏﺎدي. The negative is formed by sandwiching either the verb or  ﻏﺎديwith ش... ﻣﺎ.
( ﻏْﻨْﻤﴚI will go)
( ﻣﺎ ﻏْﻨْﻤﺸﻴﺶI won’t go)
( اﻟّﺮاﺟﻞ َﻏْﻴْﻜﺘﺐthe man will write)
( اﻟّﺮاﺟﻞ ﻣﺎ َﻏْﻴْﻜﺘْﺒﺶthe man won’t write)
( اﻟّﺮاﺟﻞ ﻣﺎ ﻏﺎدﻳﺶ ِﻳْﻜﺘﺐthe man won’t write)
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Life and Death
َﺣﻴﺎة
ﻋ ﻴﺸ ﺔ
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life

ﻋ ﺎش

to live

I live in Morocco.

.أﻧﺎ ﺳﺎﻛﻦ ﰲ اﳌْﻐﺮب
.أﻧﺎ ﻋﺎﻳَﺶ ﰲ اﳌْﻐﺮب
ﻋﺎَﻳﺶ

alive

ْوﻟِﺪ

to give birth to
to be born

ﺗﻮﻟِﺪ
ﺗْﺰاد

birth

ْوﻻدة

baby, infant

ﺑْﻴﺒﻲ
ﺗْﺮْﺑَﻴﺔ

to be breastfed, suckle

ْرﺿﻊ

to breastfeed

ﺿﻊ
ّ ر

Lْﺻﻐ
ْ دّري
Lْﺻﻐ
ْ ُوْﻟﺪ

toddler

diaper

ﻛﻮش
ﻟﻴﻜﻮش

well-behaved

ﴐﱢﻳﻒ
ْ

naughty, mischievous
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Lْﺧﻄ
ْﻗﺒﻴﺢ

 ﰲ ﻋْﻘﻠﻮLْﺻﻐ
ْ

childish, immature

ْﺑﻌْﻘﻠﻮ

mature(-acting)

(دّري )ْدراري
(ُوْﻟﺪ )ْوﻻد
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boy, child

 ْﺑﻨﻴﺔ،دّرﻳﺔ

girl

ُﻣﺮاِﻫﻖ

adolescent, teenager

ْﻛِﱪ

to grow up

ْﺑﻨﺎدم

person

(راﺟﻞ )ْرﺟﺎل

man

( ْﻋﻴﺎﻻت،ْﻣﺮا )ْﻣﺮاوات

woman

ﻧﺎس ْﻛﺒﺎر

adults, grown-ups

ﺷ ﺒ ﺎب

young people, youth

( ﺻ ﻐ ﺎر
ْ ) Lْﺻﻐ
ْ

young

(ﺷﺎّب )ّﺷﺒﺎب

young man

ﺷﺎّﺑﺔ

young woman

in one’s fifties, middleaged

There is no common equivalent in
Arabic for ‘middle-aged.’ Instead, a
more precise description, such as ‘in
one’s forties/fifties/sixties’ is used.

ﰲ اﻟﺨْﻤﺴﻴﻨﺎت

 )ْﻛﺒﺎر( ﰲ اﻟْﻌُﻤﺮLْﻛﺒ

old

old man

old woman

Lراﺟﻞ ْﻛﺒ
ةLْﻣﺮا ْﻛﺒ

ْﻛِﱪ

to age, grow old

Everyone gets old.

.ﻛﻮﻟْﴚ ﻛَﻴْْﻜﱪ
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ّْ
ﺻُﻐﺮ

childhood
in one’s childhood

ﺻْﻐﺮو
ُ ﰲ
ُﻣﺮاﻫﻘﺔ

adolescence

ّﺷﺒﺎب
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youth

in one’s youth

ﰲ ْﺷﺒﺎﺑﻮ
اﻟْﻜُﱪ

old age

birthday

Happy Birthday!

Happy birthday and may
you have many more!

ﻋﻴﺪ ﻣﻴﻼد

!ﻋﻴﺪ ﻣﻴﻼد ﺳﻌﻴﺪ

ﻋﻴﺪ ﻣﻴﻼد ﺳﻌﻴﺪ! ُﻋْﻘﺒﺎل ْﻣﻴْﺔ
!ﻋﺎم ان ﺷﺎء اﻟﻠﻪ

When is your birthday?

اِْﻣﺘﻰ ﻋﻴﺪ ﻣﻴﻼدك؟

My birthday is in May.

.يvْﻋﻴﺪ ﻣﻴﻼدي ﻓ
اﻟْﻌُﻤﺮ

age, life span
all one’s life

ﻃﻮل ُﻋْﻤﺮو
ﻋ ﺎم

year

How old are you?
I’m 20 years old.

to turn __ years old

ْﺷﺤﺎل ﻓُْﻌْﻤﺮك؟

. ﴩ ﻳ ﻦ ﻋ ﺎم
ْ ﻋْﻨﺪي ِﻋ
د ار _ _ ﻋ ﺎ م

He’s turning ten years old
F semaine
next week.

ﴩة
ْ ﻧﺔ اﻟّﺠﺎﻳّﺔ ﻏﻴْﺪﻳﺮ ﻋvﱢﺳ
.}ْﺳﻨ

I turned thirty last
month.

ِدْرت ﺛ ْﻼﺛ} ﻋﺎم اﻟ ّْﺸﻬﺮ ّﱄ
. ﻓ ﺎت
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Family

family

(ﻓﺎﻣﻴﻼ )ﻓﺎﻣﻴﻼت
(ﻋﺎِﺋﻠﺔ )ﻋﺎِﺋﻼت
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F famille

(extended) family

ةLاﻟﻌﺎِﺋﻠﺔ اﻟْﻜﺒ
اﻟﻌﺎِﺋﻠﺔ اﻟْﺒﻌﻴﺪة

(ﻛﻴﺠﻴﻨﻲ )ﻣﻦ اﻟﻌﺎِﺋﻠﺔ

relative

I have some relatives that
live in New York.
related to

Are you two related?

I’m not related to him.

َﻋْﻨﺪي اﻟﻌﺎﺋِﻠﺔ ﻓْْﻨﻴﻮﻳﻮرك
َﻛْﻴﺠﻲ ﻟـ

ِ ﻛﺘْﺠﻴْﻮ ﻟْﺒْﻌ
ﻀﻴّﺎﺗ ُْﻜﻢ؟
. ﻣﺎﻛﻴﺠﻴﻨﻲ واﻟﻮ،ﻻ

father

واﻟِﺪ
أب

mother

واﻟِﺪة
م
ّ ُأ

my mother and father

اﻟﻮاﻟِﺪة و اﻟﻮاﻟِﺪ

dad

ﺑﺎﺑﺎ

mom

ﻣ ﺎﻣ ﺎ

my mom and dad

ﻣ ﺎﻣ ﺎ و ﺑ ﺎ ﺑ ﺎ

Hi, Dad!

!ّﺳﻼم ﺑﺎﺑﺎ

Where are you, Mom?
parents

ﻓﻴِﻨﻚ أ ﻣﺎﻣﺎ؟
اﻟﻮاﻟﻴﺪﻳﻦ
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son, (male) child

(ُوْﻟﺪ )ْوﻻد

daughter, (female) child

(ﺑْﻨﺖ )ْﺑﻨﺎت

Do you have any
children?

ﻋْﻨﺪك ْوﻻد؟
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How many children do
you have?
They had triplets.

ْﺷﺤﺎل ﻣﻦ ُوﻟْﺪ ﻋْﻨﺪك؟

.ﺗ ْﺰادو ﻋْﻨْﺪُﻫﻢ ﺛ ْﻼﺛﺔ ﺗ ْﻮام

siblings

ﺧﻮت

brother

(ﺧﻮ )ﺧﻮت

My brother and my friend’s
brother came with me.

.ﺟﺎ ْﻣﻌﺎﻳﺎ ﺧﻮﻳﺎ و ﺧﻮ ﺻﺎْﺣﺒﻲ
(اُْﺧﺖ )ْﺧﻮاﺗﺎت

sister

older brother

younger sister

Do you have any brothers
or sisters?

I have two older sisters and
one younger brother.

I’m the youngest in my family.
I’m the middle child/son.
I’m an only child.

Lاﻻخ اﻟْﻜﺒ

ّْ اُﻻْﺧﺖ اﻟ
ةLْﺼﻐ

ﻋْﻨﺪك ﳾ ﺧﻮت؟

ﻋْﻨﺪي ﺟﻮج ْﺧﻮاﺗﺎت ﻛْﺒﺎر و
.Lْﺻﻐ
ْ ﺧ ﻮ ﻳﺎ

ّْ آﻧﺎ اﻟ
. ْف اﻟّﺪارLْﺼﻐ
.ñآﻧﺎ اﻟُﻮْﺳﻄﺎ

.ﻣﺎﻋْﻨﺪﻳﺶ ﺧﻮت
ﺗْﻮام

twins

Are you two twins?

واش اﻧْﺘﻮﻣﺎ ﺗ ْﻮام؟

I have a twin brother.

.ﻋْﻨﺪي ﺧﻮﻳﺎ ﺗ َْﻮأم

half-brother

ﺧﻮﻳﺎ ﻣﻦ ّﺑﺎ
ﺧﻮﻳﺎ ﻣﻦ ّﻣﻲ
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half-sister

.ﱡﻫَﻮ ﺧﻮﻳﺎ ﻣﻦ ﺑّﺎ
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He’s my half-brother.

ْﺧﺘﻲ ﻣﻦ ّﺑﺎ
ْﺧﺘﻲ ﻣﻦ ّﻣﻲ

husband

This is my husband.

(راﺟﻞ )ْرﺟﺎل

.ﻫﺎذا راْﺟﲇ

(ْﻣﺮا )ْﻣﺮاوات

wife

__ﻣْﺮت

__’s wife

His wife came with him.

stepfather

.ﺟﺎت ْﻣﻌﺎه ﻣْﺮﺗﻮ
م
ّ راﺟﻞ اُﻻ

stepmother

ﻣْﺮت اﻟّﺮاﺟﻞ

stepbrother

م
ّ ُوْﻟﺪ راﺟﻞ اُﻻ
ُوْﻟﺪ ﻣْﺮت اﻟّﺮاﺟﻞ

stepsister

م
ّ ﺑْﻨﺖ راﺟﻞ اُﻻ
ﺑْﻨﺖ ﻣْﺮت اﻟّﺮاﺟﻞ

stepson

ُوْﻟﺪ اﻟّﺮاﺟﻞ
ُوْﻟﺪ اﳌ ْﺮا

stepdaughter

ﺑْﻨﺖ اﻟّﺮاﺟﻞ
ﺑْﻨﺖ اﳌ ْﺮا

grandfather

(ﺟّﺪ )ْﺟﺪود
ﺟّﺪة

grandmother

my grandparents

õﺟّﺪي و ﺟّﺪا

grandpa
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ﺟّﺪي

õﺟّﺪا

grandma

ّﺑﺎت اﻟﺠّﺪ

great-grandfather

(ْﺣﻔﻴﺪ )أْﺣﻔﺎد

grandson

ْﺣﻔﻴﺪة

grandchildren

أْﺣﻔﺎد

sam
ple

granddaughter

uncle

father’s brother

(مvﻢ )ْﻋ
ّ ﻋ

aunt

father’s brother’s wife

ﻢ
ّ ْﻣﺮات اﻟﻌ

aunt

father’s sister

uncle

father’s sister’s husband

راِﺟﻞ اﻟﻌّﻤﺔ

uncle

mother’s brother

(ﺧﺎل )ْﺧﻮال

aunt

mother’s brother’s wife

aunt

mother’s sister

uncle

mother’s sister’s husband

cousin

father’s brother’s son

cousin

father’s brother’s
daughter

(ﻢ
ّ ﻢ )ْﺑﻨﺎت اﻟﻌ
ّ ﺑْﻨﺖ اﻟﻌ

cousin

father’s sister’s son

(ُوْﻟﺪ اﻟﻌّﻤﺔ )ْوﻻد اﻟﻌّﻤﺔ

cousin

father’s sister’s daughter

cousin

mother’s brother’s son

cousin

mother’s brother’s
daughter

cousin

mother’s sister’s son

cousin

mother’s sister’s
daughter

ﻋّﻤﺔ

ﻣْﺮت اﻟﺨﺎل

ﺧ ﺎﻟﺔ

راِﺟﻞ اﻟﺨﺎﻟﺔ

(ﻢ
ّ ﻢ )ْوﻻد اﻟﻌ
ّ ُوْﻟﺪ اﻟﻌ

(ﺑْﻨﺖ اﻟﻌّﻤﺔ )ْﺑﻨﺎت اﻟﻌّﻤﺔ

(ُوْﻟﺪ اﻟﺨﺎل )ْوﻻد اﻟﺨﺎل

(ﺑْﻨﺖ اﻟﺨﺎل )ْﺑﻨﺎت اﻟﺨﺎل

(ُوْﻟﺪ اﻟﺨﺎﻟﺔ )ْوﻻد اﻟﺨﺎﻟﺔ

(ﺑْﻨﺖ اﻟﺨﺎﻟﺔ )ْﺑﻨﺎت اﻟﺨﺎﻟﺔ
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We’re cousins.

.ﻢ
ّ ْﺣﻨﺎ ْوﻻد اﻟﻌ
.ﻢ
ّ ْﺣﻨﺎ ﺑْﻨﺎت اﻟﻌ
.ْﺣﻨﺎ ْوﻻد اﻟﺨﺎل
.ْﺣﻨﺎ ﺑْﻨﺎت اﻟﺨﺎل

orphan

orphanage

(ْﻳﺘﻴﻢ )ْﻳﺘﺎﻣﻰ
دار ْﻟْﻴﺘﺎﻣﻰ

to adopt

اﺗْﺒّﻨﻰ

adoption

ﺗﺒّﻨﻲ

to be adopted

ﻣْﺘﺒّﻨﻲ

I was adopted.

.آﻧﺎ ﻣﺘْﺒّﻨﻲ

an adopted son

ُوْﻟﺪ ﻣﺘﺒّﻨﻲ

adoptive parents
birth parents

اﻟﻮاﻟﻴﺪﻳﻦ ﺑﺎﻟّﺘﺒّﻨﻲ

}ﺻِﻠّﻴ
ْ اﻟﻮاﻟﻴﺪﻳﻦ اﻷ

ancestors, forefathers

ْﺟﺪود

descendants

أْﺣﻔﺎد
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Love, Marriage, and Sex
ﺣّﺐ
ْﺑﻐﺎ

sam
ple

to love, be in love

اﻟُﺤّﺐ

love

!ﻛْﻨﺒْﻐﻴﻚ

I love you!

ْﺣﺒﻴﺐ
ْﺣﺒﻴﺒﺔ

darling

روﻣﺎْﻧﺴﻴﺔ

romance

to love passionately

ْﻋﺸﻖ

passion

ِﻋْﺸﻖ

ﻣْﻐﺮوم

lover
date

F rendez-vous

َﻣْﻮِﻋﺪ
روْﻧﺪﻳﭭﻮ

to go on a date with __

__ْﺧﺮْج ْﻣﻊ

dating, in a relationship

ْﻣﺼﺎﺣﺐ

ﻛ ﻮ ﭘﻞ

a couple; going out, dating
boyfriend

( ﺻ ﺤ ﺎب
ْ ) ﺻﺎِﺣﺐ

girlfriend

ﺻﺎْﺣﺒﺔ

to break up

lit. they broke up

to break someone’s
heart

lit. to torture

ﺻﺎْو
ّ ﻛﺎ
ﻋّﺬب

engagement

ْ ُﺧ
ﻄ ﺒﺔ

to get engaged

ْﺧﻄﺐ
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Time
(َوْﻗﺖ )أْوﻗﺎت

sam
ple

time

day

ْﻧﻬﺎر
(ﻳْﻮم )أّﻳﺎم

in the morning

ّْ ْف اﻟ
ﺼﺒﺎح

at noon

in the afternoon; in the evening
at night

ّ ْف اﻟ
ﻈُْﻬﺮ

ْف اﻟْﻌﺸﻴﺔ
ْف اﻟّﻠﻴﻞ

at midnight

ﺺ اﻟّﻠﻴﻞ
ّ ْف ُﻧ

three days ago

ﺗْﻠِﺘّﻴﺎم ﻫﺎذي

the day before yesterday

ُول اﻟﺒﺎرح
اﻟﺒﺎرح

yesterday

yesterday morning
last night

ّْ اﻟﺒﺎرح اﻟ
ﺼﺒﺎح
اﻟﺒﺎرح ﺑﺎﻟّﻠﻴﻞ
اﻟﻴﻮم

today

this morning

ْ ّ ﻫ ﺎذ اﻟ
ﺼﺒﺎح

this afternoon; this evening

ﻫﺎذ اﻟْﻌﺸﻴﺔ

tonight

اﻟّﻠﻴﻠﺔ
اﻟﻴﻮم ﺑﺎﻟّﻠﻴﻞ

ﻏّﺪا

tomorrow

tomorrow morning

ّْ ﻏّﺪا اﻟ
ﺼﺒﺎح
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Verbs

sam
ple

The following common verbs do not fit neatly into other categories. If you cannot find
a verb here, try the index in the back of the book to see if it is listed under another
category.

ﺗْﺨّﲆ
ْﻫﺠﺮ

to abandon, desert

ْﻗﺒﻞ

to accept

to accompany

ْﻣﴙ ْﻣﻊ

to adjust

ﻋّﺪل

to admit

ْﻋﱰف

to advise, recommend

ْﻧﺼﺢ

to affect

أﺛّﺮ ْﻋﲆ

to allow

ﺧّﲆ

to answer, respond,
reply
to apologize for

ﺟﺎَوب

ْ
ح ْﻋﲆvﻃﻠﺐ اﻟ ّْﺴ
ْﻋﺘﺬر ْﻋﲆ

to appear

ﺑﺎن

to appreciate

ﻗّﺪر

to approve of

واﻓﻖ ْﻋﲆ

to arrange, organize

ﻗ ﺎد

to ascend, go up

ْ
ﻃ ﻠﻊ

to ask

ﺳّﻮل

to attend

ْﺣﴬ
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Greetings and Common
Expressions
آه

sam
ple

yes

ّﻻ

no

ْﺳﻤﺢ ﻟِّﻴﺎ

Excuse me, ...
please

ﻋ ﺎ ﻓ ﺎك

Here you are!

!ﻫﺎ ْﻧﺘﺎ

!ﻀﻞ
ّ ﺗْﻔ

Go ahead!

!ْﻧﺘﺎ اﻟﱡﻠّﻮل

You first!

ُﺷْﻜًﺮا

Thank you.

I'm sorry.; I apologize.

.ْﺳﻤﺢ ﻟِّﻴﺎ

Hi!

!اﻟّﺴﻼم

!م ﻋﻠْﻴُﻜﻢ
ُ اﻟّﺴﻼ

Hello!

!Lﺻﺒﺎح اﻟﺨ
ْ

Good morning!

How are you?

I'm fine.

Hi! How are you? It's
been a long time since
I've seen you!
What's up?

F ça va?

ﻛ ﻴﺪ ﻳﺮ ؟
ﻛﻴﺪاْﻳﺮ؟
ﺳ ﺎﭬ ﺎ؟

. ﺳﺎﭬﺎ،ﻻﺑﺎس

اﻟّﺴﻼم! ﻛﻴﺪاﻳْﺮ؟
!ْﺷﺤﺎل ﻣﺎﺷْﻔﺘﻚ
آش ﻛْﺘﻌﺎْود؟
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Index

alley 100
allow 231
almond 60
almost 220
alone 220
along 228
alphabet 170
already 222
also 220
altar 167
always 221
America 178
American 178
American football
126
ancestors 10
ancient 237
and 205, 224
angel 163
angry 156
animal 189
aniseed 60
ankle 24
anniversary 12
annoy 156
annoyed by 156
annoying 156
answer 75, 76, 231
answer the phone
91
ant 192
antenna 116, 193
antibiotics 86
antler 193
anus 27
anyone 216
anything 217
anytime 221
anywhere 220
apartment 38
apartment building
102
apologize for 231
app 90
appear 231
applaud 120

applause 120
apple 58
applicant 67
apply for a job 67
appointment 83,
148
appreciate 231
approve of 231
apricot 59
April 210
Arab 174
Arab World 174
Arabic 169
Arabic classical
music 123
architect 71
Arctic 181
Argentina 178
argue about 161
arid 188
arithmetic 204
arm 23
armchair 41
armpit 23
army 152
around 215, 220,
228
arrange 231
arranged marriage
12
arrest 143
arrested 143
arrival 137
arrive 137
art 117
artery 26
article 107, 172
artist 71, 117
ascend 231, 233
ashtray 121
Asia 180
Asilah 179
ask 75, 231
asleep 45
asparagus 57
aspirin 86

sam
ple

abandon 231
abdomen 25
able to 232
ablution 165
abortion 87
about 220
above 227
abroad 134, 223
absent-minded 239
academy 75
accelerate 97
accelerator 97
accent 168
accept 231
accident 99
accompany 231
accomplish 234
account 104
accountant 71
accusation 144
accuse 144
accused of 144
acne 22
acrobat 121
across from 228
act 120
action movie 119
actor 71, 120
ad 110
adapter 41
add 205
add up 205
additional 239
address 14, 106
adhesive tape 108
adjective 172
adjust 231
adjust the weight
129
administration 148
admire 159
admit 231
adolescence 3
adolescent 2

adopt 10
adopted 10
adoption 10
adoptive parents 10
adults 2
advanced 169
adverb 172
advertisement 110
advise 231
aerobics 130
affair 13
affect 231
affix a stamp 106
Afghanistan 177
afraid 157
Africa 180
after 225, 230
afternoon 208
afternoon prayer
166
Agadir 179
again 220
age 2, 3, 212
age of retirement 70
agree with 161
agreement 161
agriculture 150
AIDS 85
air 182
air force 152
air-conditioned 137
air-conditioner 41
airfare 135
airmail 106
airplane 135
airport 135
aisle 120
aisle seat 135
alarm clock 47
alcohol 54
Algeria 174
Algerian 175
alias 14
alive 1
all 200
Allah 163
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